It seems so obvious that cheating is wrong that providing a justification is not a main concern: most of the research is empirical and focuses on quantification and correlations. I look at a number of reasons why cheating may be wrong: it provides an unfair advantage over other students, it hinders learning, and it is dishonest. They are unexpectedly weak (often not proving that cheating is wrong) or have consequences that few would endorse, e.g. showing that cheaters should not be punished or that teachers too should be. I finally argue that if instead of asking 'is cheating wrong?' one asks 'what should the students do?' one can no longer hide behind words such as 'cheating' to avoid dealing with reality. One is forced to consider why would students cheat and provide a concrete solution.
Asking why cheating is wrong may seem a silly question or a gratuitous provocation. Indeed, since "just about everyone agrees that cheating is bad and that we need to take steps to prevent it" (Kohn, 2007) , no question is warranted and no argument is needed. Talk about cheating is then a matter of outrage: "students STOLE a password and then they used it to CHEAT" (Lingen, 2006) , "plagiarism is WRONG no matter what the extent" (Parmley, 2000) . Ayer would have said that a claim that cheating is wrong is just writing 'cheating' followed by some special exclamation mark -Lingen and Parmley prefer capitals. If asked why cheating is wrong, they may reply by using a larger font or boldface. Yet, typography is not a scientific method conducive to the truth: cheating is not wrong because it is capitalized. The research on cheating is empirical and focuses on quantification and correlations; yet finding out how many and which students cheat is of importance only if cheating itself is important. And cheating is important only if it is wrong. Since everything else depends on it, the question of the wrongness of cheating is the most important question. It is the object of my article.
In each of the following three sections I will examine an argument that has been proposed against cheating. (Section IV gathers arguments of less importance.) I will look at these arguments with two common characteristics of cheating in mind: cheating is treated as a disciplinary matter (e.g. students can be expelled for it) and students are blamed when cheating occurs (not teachers and schools). If an argument shows that cheating is wrong but also that teachers may have a responsibility in it and that one should not expel cheaters, one would not consider the argument quite successful -it would not justify what one currently believes and does.
I. FAIRNESS AND DESERT

A. Cheating as unfair advantage
A common argument against cheating is that it gives the cheater an unfair advantage over other students. Yet, Carpenter et al. (2006) found that only 10% of the students would report cheaters to the instructor: the unfair advantage seems of marginal importance since even the victims (those against whom the unfair advantage is obtained) do not seem to mind it this much. Also, a strange consequence of the argument is that students allowing someone else to copy their work may thereby be at a disadvantage, i.e. victims of that of which their are accomplices. One should note that in some cases there is no victim at all (not even one who does not care): for instance, a weak student who cheats to avoid failing the class and who nevertheless receives the lowest grade in the class did not gain an unfair advantage over anyone. Besides, nobody cheating and everybody cheating are equally fair, so that fairness could be achieved by having everyone cheat. When more than half of the students cheat (there seems to be a consensus that this is the case), increasing cheating increases fairness. A cheating student may then argue that non-cheaters create an unfair situation by refusing to cheat and that the issue of non-cheating should be taken seriously by the teacher (also see Sorensen, 2007) . One will of course reply that the right kind of fairness is the one without any cheating, not the one with generalized cheating. But the proposed argument cannot thus break symmetry.
One may alter the argument and say that students should receive the grade they deserve and cheating hinders this (the comparison is then with respect to the abstract reference of what the student deserves rather than to other students). Thus this argument holds even when no other student is a direct victim of cheating and it does not make generalized cheating equivalent to the absence of cheating. A problem is that cheaters do not necessarily improve their grades (Hindman, 1980; Houston, 1977) . In fact one may cheat without even trying to improve one's grade. Imagine that I deserve an A and cheat in order to get an A without working too much. The instructor may claim that if I had not cheated I would not have received an A, but if I had not cheated I would have studied instead (and I would have got an A). (The same can be true of homework: I may copy an easy but lengthy assignment to avoid getting a bad grade if I do not do it and wasting my time if I do.) One will counter that this is quite contrived and that in actuality I could not know what grade I deserve unless I take the exam without cheating, so that I cannot know that I deserve an A. But then the teacher could not know what grade I deserve either, so that he cannot know that I do not deserve an A, i.e. that I did not receive the grade I deserve because I cheated. If all cheating led to (and was meant to lead to) better grades, when catching a cheater one could state with certainty that she tried to get an undeserved grade. But I showed that the premiss does not hold. Since it is possible to cheat without improving one's grade (be it on purpose or not) one cannot assume that the grade is undeserved: one must show it in each case (which may be difficult in practice). This points out that cheating needs not lead to a better grade; one must also notice that it is possible to receive an undeserved grade without cheating.
B. Receiving an undeserved grade without cheating
Picture a student who has an essay proofread by his parents or a personal tutor; the student did all the writing but received help that contributed to improving his work (e.g. that section is unclear, this book should be of help). He will get a better grade than a student of equal intelligence and talent who cannot receive any such help. This is an unfair advantage but one would not call it cheating (whatever one thinks of the unfairness of the situation, the favoured student did nothing wrong). One can also imagine a student who copied a homework assignment for lack of time (he has a job) and who may argue that it is those who need not work to support themselves who have an unfair advantage and receive an undeserved grade. Why did others not cheat? Because they did not need to. But they did nothing to deserve that their parents be wealthier so they may focus on studying. Two students of same intelligence, talent, etc. (i.e. who deserve the same grade) would get different grades if one of them cheats or has a tutor. Why would one of these be wrong but not the other? If one holds that tutoring is not wrong then one must conclude that receiving an unfair advantage and an undeserved grade is not in itself wrong.
There are many cases in which students do not get the grade they deserve. Every teacher has given grades that did not seem to correspond to what the students 'were worth' -some students are not good at taking tests, a student may have make a silly and costly mistake, etc. (also see Bouville, 2007a) . While in general neither student nor teacher did anything morally wrong to bring this about, in some cases the problem may be due to the teacher: for instance, poorly designed exams are likely to favour some students (not to mention unfair grading). But if cheating is wrong inasmuch as it prevents students from receiving the grade they deserve then careless instructors who give rise to similar results should be blamed as well. (Naturally a difference of motive will justify a difference of treatment between careless teacher and cheating student, but it will not absolve the teacher completely.)
To Nagel (1979) , affirmative action policies "are not seriously unjust" because "the system from which they depart is already unjust" (p. 91). The students who are admitted to universities do not deserve the greater intelligence, talent, and capacity for hard work that led to their admission (they did nothing to be intelligent for instance). One may also ask whether the system from which cheating departs is not already unjust. (Naturally, I am not claiming that Nagel would extend his argument to cheating.) One may reply that a student who spends more time studying, has a tutor, or attends a better school will learn more and the better grades will be deserved because they spring from greater knowledge. But if he does not deserve to know more, he does not deserve to deserve a better grade. Is 'not deserving to deserve' better than 'not deserving' or is it the same? To ban cheating without very large collateral damage, one must show that there is a substantial difference between the two. Arguments against cheating based on some incompatibility between cheating and desert need a far more careful treatment of concepts such as desert than currently exists in the literature on cheating.
Another possible (related) reply is that students who get better grades because they know more (understand better, can do more/better, etc.) -even undeservedly-at least got something on the way, whereas cheating is sterile. A student who was successful in medical school only because of the external help he received will probably be a more competent physician than the student who cheated his way through school. Even though he did not deserve this help, it did make him a competent professional. The cheater, on the other hand, is not even that. But this is turning into a different kind of argument: one opposing cheating and learning. To this topic I now turn.
II. CHEATING AND LEARNING
A. Cheating undermines feedback Passow et al. (2006) argue that "acts of academic dishonesty undermine the validity of measures of student learning." If the teacher does not know that there is something the students do not understand (if they cheat it may seem that they understand) then it is impossible for the teacher to know whether to accelerate or slow down, or on what to focus -cheating "interferes with faculty's ability to correctly diagnose gaps in student learning for the purpose of both re-teaching current students and re-designing instruction for future students" (ibid.). Consequently, in the long term, cheating actually hurts the students.
Since the point of going to school is learning and feedback favours learning, anything hindering feedback is potentially a problem. Yet, there are two issues with this argument. (i) Teachers who do not use homework for feedback -e.g. those who have taught the same way for decades without ever changing their course-hurt the students by not accounting for their specific needs and would rightly be blamed (and more so than the cheaters because hurting others is plainly worse than hurting oneself). (ii) This argument is more relevant to homework than to exams (especially final exams) because the latter are used more for assessment and less for feedback, making cheating on homework worse than cheating on finals. Moreover, cheating on finals of classes that will no longer be taught or on exams that are decorrelated from the teaching (e.g. entrance exams) would not be wrong at all.
B. Cheating undermines learning
Earlier I talked about two equally deserving students who will get different grades if one of them cheats or has a tutor. In the context of undeserved advantage, symmetry seemed hard to break. But one can notice that tutoring favours learning whereas cheating tends to hinder it. For instance, students who copy homework assignments instead of doing them themselves will not learn what they should. Cheating is problematic because it naturally has adverse consequences for the student. So we should expel cheaters, lest they fail later classes and eventually drop out. If cheating is wrong because it hurts the cheaters themselves then cheating cannot be made a disciplinary issue, under penalty of absurdity: hurting further students who already hurt themselves (and doing so precisely because they hurt themselves) is as meaningless as making suicide liable to death penalty because suicide is wrong.
Moreover, this argument undermines the autonomy of the students: if university students decide to do something that is bad for themselves, should one interfere? Students graduating in fields likely to lead to unemployment or an undesirable job may be seen as hurting themselves, yet many people would be reluctant to forbid such choices. (The situation is of course different for younger students.) One should also notice that hobbies, working for tuition money, etc. can adversely affect learning as well. And one would not expel students just because they have a part-time job.
An important issue is the role of homework assignments. Saying 'you must do the assignment' is ambiguous. It may mean 'you must do the assignment, in order to learn the material.' But this assumes that the assignment is necessary for learning, which may not be true (many of us had little need for homework when we were in high school, some teachers assign work that has little pedagogical value, etc.). Can students who would not learn anything by doing the homework copy it? This would not "undermine the validity of measures of student learning" or get in the way of their learning, so that it is unclear that copying (or not doing) the homework is wrong in this case. It makes no sense to make certain students fail a class because they were too good to need homework (also see Kohn, 2007) . Moreover if the problem is that the teacher assigns work that does not contribute much to student learning one may ask why the students are punished, not the teacher. 'You must do the assignment' could alternatively mean that students must do homework, period. Then it is not a matter of education but of the ego of the instructor (you must do the assignment 'because I say so'). But taking people's money and assigning them meaningless mind-numbing tasks for the sake of an egocentric 'leader' should define cults not schools.
An even bigger issue is that it may be the absence of cheating, rather than cheating, that hinders learning. For instance, Stephens (2005) found that "only 18 percent [of high school students] believed that 'working on an assignment with other students when the teacher asked for individual work' was cheating." This is because "students regarded this forbidden collaboration as furthering their knowledge and understanding, and therefore saw it as an act of learning rather than a form of cheating." In this case one must choose between being in favour of learning and being against cheating. Or more precisely, one must choose to favour learning.
While arguments claiming that cheating hinders learning may convincingly show that (most) cheating is wrong, they fail to show that cheaters should be prosecuted (and possibly made to fail the class or expelled) -or they even convince us that cheaters should not be prosecuted.
C. Meaningless degrees
Society is better off if degrees match actual competence and cheating can be an obstacle. For instance, I want my doctor to know about efficient medicine, not about efficient cheating. (Here deserving to deserve is not really an issue: the question is whether someone who has a certain degree does have the adequate competence, not whether this is deserved.) There are three issues with this argument. First, it applies only to a consistent pattern of cheating, not to students who cheat once or twice, here and there. Indeed, one cannot get a degree without being competent just by cheating once. The second issue is that this argument is not applicable to elementary or secondary education. One can for instance consider the case of a student who cheats in high school to ensure admission to a top university and then stops cheating: her university degree will not misrepresent her competence because it was obtained without cheating. The third limitation is that cheating is wrong only if the cheater is not competent: if he cheated massively but is nevertheless competent then this argument does not justify rescinding his degree -cheating could have prevented him from being a competent doctor, but in fact it did not. If the argument is that cheaters are incompetent, one must show that they are actually incompetent. Some will reply that a doctor who cheats simply cannot be competent, because honesty is a required quality of physicians. This is then a matter of honesty, not of learning. To this subject, I now turn.
III. HONESTY
So far I considered arguments focused on the consequences of cheating: unfair advantage, undeserved grade, hindered learning, meaningless degrees. But one may also take cheating to be wrong independently of its consequences: cheating is dishonest. Two difficulties are whether cheaters are actually dishonest (and how to establish that they are) and what the practical consequences are.
A. Are cheaters dishonest?
Imagine that a student acknowledges that he copied an assignment from a classmate but denies that he is dishonest. If cheating is wrong because cheaters are dishonest one must show that the student is in fact dishonest (otherwise what was done was innocuous). In order to claim that a student who is caught cheating is dishonest, one must assume that cheating once is sufficient proof that the student is dishonest. This requires that someone honest would never do anything dishonest even under the most extreme circumstances -but does this define honesty or sainthood? This raises standards so high as to make everyone dishonest, so that one cannot use dishonesty to discriminate between students (all of them are dishonest based on this view). One may retort that, while honest people may indeed perform acts that normally qualify as dishonest in very adverse situations, this is not relevant to the argument. But one should notice that cheating can be an indication of dishonesty only if it is not due to very special circumstances, i.e. one must show that there were no such circumstances. I will come back to the question of circumstances in the last section. Passow et al. (2006) found that "the frequency of high school cheating strongly predicted exam cheating but not homework cheating" of college students. But if cheating is supposed to be due to dishonesty, then the dishonest should cheat rather consistently and the honest not cheat as consistentlythis should lead to clear patterns. If students may be on and off cheating then cheating is not so strongly linked to honesty (which should be something rather stable, not seasonal). This apparently random cheating may call into question the close link between cheating and dishonesty.
B. Should one try to curb cheating?
If cheating is wrong because cheaters are dishonest, one should want to reduce cheating only inasmuch as this also reduces student dishonesty. At the very least it requires that honesty can be learnt or somehow acquired. But then should we not hold schools and teachers responsible for failing to teach honesty the way we would hold them responsible for failing to teach maths or English? After all, when students are dishonest, why conclude that they failed to learn rather than that teachers failed to teach? Overall, honesty is then very similar to traditional subject matters, and since one would not expel a student for repeated small maths errors, one should not expel students for repeated small honesty errors either. One may retort that honesty is purely a matter of behaviour, so that getting students to do or not do certain things (through some sort of Pavlovian conditioning) does make them honest (by definition). But (on top of treating human beings like animals or machines) this view does not solve the problem. If honesty means refraining from certain wrong behaviours then cheaters are dishonest if cheating is wrong. But then one cannot invoke honesty to show that cheating is wrong (indeed one must assume that cheating is wrong in order to show the dishonesty).
It is noteworthy that 4.7% of the students at an honour code university but only 1.0% of students at a university without a code believe that "asking for help from a classmate on the assigned homework is cheating" (Burrus et al., 2007) . More generally, students at the honour code university were more likely to consider a given behaviour as cheating (even if obviously not dishonest) than the students from the other university. Codes increase indiscriminately the fear of cheating, rather than draw a clear line between what is acceptable and what is not, thereby reducing cheating deeds but also cheating looksalike. Consequently, some students do not want to take a risk by doing something that might perhaps qualify as cheating. Right and wrong have long left the picture. Honour codes seem to foster dread rather than honesty. As Nietzsche (1881, § 97) pointed out, "submission to morality can be slavish [ . . . ] or resigned [ . . . ] or an act of desperation, like submission to a prince: in itself it is nothing moral" -dread can be an efficient way of getting students to stop cheating, but dread is not the same as honesty. Another issue is of course that students who believe that receiving any kind of help is cheating will limit their opportunities to learn and are less likely to succeed in school.
IV. OTHER ARGUMENTS
A number of arguments of lower importance have been invoked against cheating.
A. Cheating breaks a rule
Since cheating is forbidden, cheaters break a rule. (The rule-breaking argument is especially relevant in the case of university honour codes, which state rules explicitly and ask students to sign a statement that they will not cheat.) But breaking a rule is illegitimate only if the rule is legitimate, so breaking the rule that forbids cheating is illegitimate only if this rule against cheating is legitimate. In other words, cheating is wrong only if cheating is wrong. Either the rule has a rational justification and this justification rather than breaking a rule makes cheating wrong, or the rule is arbitrary and there is no reason to endorse it. In other words, breaking a rule is wrong either only indirectly or not at all -in either case, it has no intrinsic importance. Obviously, the wrongness of cheating should be an ethical question not a bureaucratic question.
B. Cheating is bad for the reputation of the school Passow et al. (2006) argue that cheating is bad for the reputation of the school where it occurs. While it is clearly part of the job of the school principal or university president to maintain this reputation high, students have no such duty. Also, one should bear in mind that the fact that cheating is bad for the reputation of the school does not make it objectively wrong. If anything that is bad for someone's reputation were wrong then students could say that they should not be prosecuted for cheating, pointing out that being punished as cheaters is bad for their reputation. Besides, if one uses this argument to justify penalties against students who cheat one should also use it against teachers and administrators who do nothing to prevent cheating. For instance, Keith-Spiegel et al. (1998) mention the case of a professor who told a teaching assistant: "Walk around during the exam and glare at the students, but if you see anyone cheating don't tell me about it." Passow et al. (2006) warn against the consequences of "rampant cheating, especially when it is ignored by faculty and administrators" but do not specify whether faculty and administrators should be blamed for ignoring cheating. Furthermore, bad publicity does not come from cheating but from public knowledge of cheating. This means that one should reduce the number of known occurrences of cheating, not the total number of occurrences: one should not try to catch and prosecute cheaters (if no one knows about it, it cannot affect the reputation of the school). Quite a puzzling outcome.
C. Cheating in school correlates with cheating later on Drake (1941) hoped that "the dishonesty so learned is specific and does not carry over to other activities." In fact, recent studies show that cheating as student correlates with cheating in one's professional life and with other misbehaviours (e.g. Blankenship and Whitley, 2000; Roig and Caso, 2005) . But this correlation is of importance only if lowering rates of cheating in school has lasting effects. (Also, this correlation does not seem to exist for all students: for instance, Mustaine and Tewksbury (2005) found that "cheating may be part of a larger problem behavior orientation for males but not females.") McCabe et al. (1996) found "no significant differences between Code (M = 0.95) and Nocode College (M = 1.00) alumnae/i on self-reported unethical behaviour (t(281) = .95, p = .61)" so that the hypothesis "individuals who experienced an honor code environment in college will selfreport less unethical behaviour in the workplace than individuals who did not experience an honor code environment" is "not supported." In other words, even though honour codes decrease rates of cheating in university (Roth and McCabe, 1995) , they do not seem to have a lasting effect. If decreasing cheating in school does not reduce subsequent cheating then why fight cheating?
D. Cheating betrays the trust of the instructor
To Johnston (1991) , "cheating is wrong because of the relationships that dishonesty damages," it "breaks trust; it is a dishonest act, which, like lying, makes it difficult for one individual, in this case me, to continue to believe in another." When she found out that students had cheated she felt betrayed: "how could they do this to me?".
1 But a student could as well say 'I trusted you and you gave me a 1 A related view against cheating is that it can be frustrating to the instructors, who may "interpret such behaviour as a direct affront to themselves" (Drake, 1941) . While this may explain better than genuine arguments why teachers bad grade, you betrayed me.' The teacher would logically reply that she made no such promise. But students made no promise either. A student interviewed by Ashworth et al. (1997) said "I stole and copied another student's assignment: it was just a piece of work with a name on it, faceless [ . . . ] . I wouldn't want to cheat, using a friend's work without their consent." This takes relationships to be more important than justice or honesty, in line with the 'ethics of care' of Gilligan (1982) , which Johnston also espouses. Cheating in order to help a friend (e.g. allowing a friend to copy one's homework) is required to justify that friend's trust. While cheating may 'betray' the trust of the teacher, not helping friends to cheat betrays their trust. Relationships justify cheating at least as much as they make it wrong.
E. Plagiarism and scholarly culture
It is often claimed that plagiarism is incompatible with scholarly ethics. Yet, Ashworth et al. (1997) found "no hint of the idea that scholarship is a communal activity, to which each contributes, acknowledging the contributions of others" among undergraduates. This is not surprising, as undergraduates are not part of this community. Students who have never done research, never published articles or books simply cannot understand this culture. If I am told that Hindus do not eat beef because cows are sacred to them I have an explanation for their behaviour, but I cannot understand why they do not eat beef (at least not in a deep sense). I cannot understand their practice and have no reason to imitate them (Bouville, 2007b) . For this argument to have any strength, students should be able to understand scholarly culture and there should be a reason why they should embrace it (rather than for instance teachers embracing the culture of their students). The extension to students of this argument meant for academics is unwarranted.
F. Cheating is unnecessary
Franklin-Stokes and Newstead (1995) found that a major reason why students do not cheat is that "it was unnecessary/pointless." That the cheater has a reason to cheat (because he does not understand the course material, or is less smart or less talented) makes him an inferior to the student who does not need to cheat. (Naturally, this does not mean that cheating is wrong: not needing to study for exams is better than needing to, but this does not imply that studying for exams is wrong.) As Williams (1985, p. 185) pointed out, "an effective way for actions to be ruled out is that they never come into thought at all, and this is often the best way."
V. CHEATING AS A PRACTICAL QUESTION
As Eisenberg (2004) points out, "the high prevalence of the cheating phenomenon makes it unlikely that it is carried out exclusively by those with lower moral levels." Seventy years ago, Gillentine (1937) already wondered: "The more I studied the problem, the surer I was that inherent dishonesty on the part of the students is not primarily responsible for the cheating. No one claims that students are in general dishonest in any other particular. Then why should they be dishonest on examinations?". So far, I considered abstract arguments that tended to take cheating to occur in a vacuum. But since "cheating behaviors are a function of situational factors, which appear to be either independent of or are at least poorly correlated to the level of moral development [of the students]" (Bernardi et al., 2004) , I will now look at the circumstances of cheating. Can they explain why honest students cheat?
dislike cheating it does not show that cheating is wrong. It is interesting to note that this is generally not offered as an argument in articles looking at cheating in a 'cold' objective way but can be found in more personal papers, such as that of Johnston (1991) . This seems to acknowledge that this is both a real reaction of the 'victims' of cheaters and not perceived as a valid argument against cheating.
A. Impact of circumstances on cheating Jensen et al. (2002) quote a high school student: "I'm a dedicated student, but when my history teacher bombards me with 50 questions due tomorrow or when a teacher gives me a fill-in-the-blanks worksheet on a night when I have swim practice, church, aerobics -and other homework-I'm going to copy from a friend!" Similarly, Ashworth et al. (1997) found that "cheating is taken to be excusable where units are seen to be of marginal importance, or badly taught, or assessed in a manner that almost invites cheating." (One can notice that a problem with all these situations is that the teachers who are the most likely to be concerned are also those who are the least likely to take cheating as a hint that there may be something wrong with what they do.)
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One can distinguish two kinds of situations. Lack of proctoring and crowded exam rooms increase the ease of cheating (likewise pressure for good grades may incite students to cheat) but these do not make cheating any more acceptable. On the other hand, assignments of low pedagogical value and unfair grading may have an impact on the wrongness of cheating. One can think of a simple analogy: if you leave your wallet on your desk and the door of your office open you increase the probability of your money being stolen but that does not justify the theft, whereas if you owe people money your debt justifies their taking money.
The typical reply is that all these are merely rationalizations. But, as Kohn (2007) points out, "once we've decided that someone's action is morally wrong, her efforts to challenge that premise, no matter how well-reasoned, merely serve to confirm our view of her immorality." One should notice that such a rebuttal can be used in other situations: one may for instance speak of rationalization in the case of self-defence, saying something like 'some murderers shift blame to the victim by claiming that they had no choice but to murder the victim' (Bouville, 2007c) . Clearly, the burden of proof is on those who pretend that cheating is always wrong while killing is not.
Furthermore, empirical results challenge the claim that all justifications are mere rationalizations. Greenberg (1993) studied students employed to do clerical work, who were allowed to take their pay themselves. Some had their salary arbitrarily decreased compared to what was initially promised to them. "It was found that equitably paid subjects took precisely the amounts they were allowed to take, whereas underpaid subjects took more than they were permitted (i.e., they stole)." Students took was they deserved: in some cases this meant not stealing, in others it meant stealing (also see Robin Hood).
B. What should the students do?
Imagine that the teacher gives students an assignment that counts little toward the grade, is long, boring, of no relevance to their future job, and due the next day (i.e. neither the contribution to the grade nor the learning outcome is commensurate with the time and trouble). Moreover the teacher does not grade fairly. Students try to talk to the instructor, who is too pig-headed to listen. Some will say that cheating is always wrong, in this case as in any other. But what are students to do? The great strength of the literature on cheating (and of common morality) is that such a question is never asked -as if ignoring a problem were the same as solving it. Those who back the teacher who favours (perhaps justifies) cheating though pointless assignment or unfair grading do not react as educators but as unionists.
Instead of asking 'is cheating wrong?' one may ask 'should students cheat?'. This may not seem like a major change but the latter is equivalent to 'should students not cheat?' i.e. to 'should students waste time on a meaningless, useless, and unfairly graded assignment?'. When one asks what students should 2 One will argue that whatever the instructor does there will always be cheaters, that however interesting the assignments there will always be students to call them boring, and that there will always be students to claim that exams are unfair. And one will be right. But the fact that some students who do not complain against other assignments all agree that a given assignment is pointless should be taken seriously. Some students complain for no valid reason all the time and all students complain some of the time, but one cannot pretend that all students complain for no valid reason all the time. Evans and Craig (1990) found that high achievers are more likely to blame the teacher for their cheating. In the case of low-achieving students, one may retort 'maybe you cheated because of the teacher; or maybe you are not very smart or did not study enough or . . . ' but this will not do with the better students. Besides, are the smartest and best-educated students not the most likely to pin blame where it belongs?
actually do, the easy reply 'cheating is wrong' clearly becomes inadequate -if someone threatens to kill you and you may save your life only in a violent manner, simply saying 'violence is wrong' will plainly be inadequate. (Some will reply that allowing certain behaviours in specific circumstances will lead them to be seen as always acceptable. As if the legality of self-defence made murder a widely practised hobby.) Naturally if the problem is that the student did not study enough then the answer to 'what should the student do?' would obviously be: study. Not all cheating is due to a genuine deadlock: a great deal of it is unprovoked and another part is an overreaction to an actual problem (like throwing grenades at someone threatening you with a nail clipper). But this does not mean that all cheating is like that and that there is always a satisfactory answer to the question 'what should the student do?': neither getting a bad grade due to events completely independent of oneself nor cheating is satisfactory. Saying that none of the possible courses of action should be pursued is easier than actually dealing with the problem. Such dilemmas are common and it is also common to blame people for not making the right decision, even when no outcome seems acceptable (Bouville, 2007d) . As Parameswaran (2007) notices, teachers do not always deny that dilemmas can exist (at least when they are concerned). They will say that they cannot avoid allowing cheating because they do not have time to design better exams or to engage in the bureaucratic process of prosecuting cheaters. He ironizes: "I have yet to hear a single faculty member argue that dishonest students can be blameless because their actions were unavoidable." The burden of dealing with the incompatible demands of academic life is wholly on the student -even if the problem is created by the school (e.g. heavy homework loads, heavy work loads to pay tuition).
VI. CONCLUSION
I looked at a number of arguments that have been proposed to show that cheating is wrong. Cheating is typically a disciplinary matter (which can have dramatic consequences: in 2002, the University of Virginia expelled nearly fifty students for plagiarism). Yet, not all arguments would justify to handle cheating disciplinarily. In particular, arguments that oppose cheating and learning consider that cheating hurts the cheaters, but then disciplinary measures would hurt them further. Many arguments against cheating should (if applied consistently and thoroughly) make instructors partly responsible or otherwise take certain actions of teachers to be wrong -how can one claim that cheating is wrong because of its consequences without holding as wrong other things which have similar consequences? Another common issue is the difficulty to prove that a student copied the assignment (say) and that he thereby received an undeserved grade, is dishonest, etc. If one cannot provide evidence for the latter then one failed to show that he did something wrong (similarly, showing that there was sexual intercourse is not enough to prove that there was rape).
Many arguments apply only (or mostly) to one kind of cheating (e.g. they require that there be a grade for cheating to occur). This is not a fatal drawback, as one may invoke different arguments in different situations. Yet such a patchwork argumentation is likely to lead to inconsistent results: since every argument has its idiosyncrasies every kind of cheating would have a different set of extenuating circumstances, exceptions, etc. Moreover, some arguments may be incompatible. As in international affairs where whose country law applies may make a great (and quite arbitrary) difference, a result of this piecemeal treatment may be an apparent randomness. And a more unified treatment may be inconsistent with the justifications invoked against cheating, i.e. it would be literally unjustified.
The question 'why is cheating wrong?' is somewhat sterile because it is one-sided. Likewise, if one asks whether killing is wrong one will answer that it is; one would then take self-defence to be wrong because one would overlook the reasons that may, under certain circumstances, justify killing. One's solution to the problem is influenced by how it is framed. If one instead asks 'what should the students do?' one can no longer say that both cheating and alternatives to cheating are wrong, because this obviously does not answer the question -dealing with such a question forces one to account for reality. Naturally a great deal of cheating is not justified by circumstances and the answer to 'what should the students do?' is often along the lines of 'study.' But this does not mean that cheating is necessarily wrong. c Mathieu Bouville, 2008 
